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Abstract
Objectives: To establish the reference ranges for fetal biparietal diameter and head cir-
cumference obtained by transabdominal ultrasound examination in the first trimester 
in Chinese women.
Methods: In this prospective cross-sectional study, 1351 normal singleton fetuses 
were examined transabdominally by 2 experienced observers in the first trimester of 
pregnancy in which the CRL was between 55 and 84 mm. Measurements of Biparietal 
Diameter (BPD), head circumference (HC) were prospectively collected. Charts and 
predictive equations were constructed from data obtained. 
Results: Measurements of BPD, HC were correlated with CRL. CRL-based predic-
tive equations were calculated using polynomial least squares regression analysis. HC 
= 7.710583 + 1.387393 * CRL-0.0037807 * CRL2, R2 = 0.5735, P = 0.000. BPD = 
6.855277 + 0.2389065 * CRL, R2 = 0.5355, P = 0.000. CRL-specific biometric charts 
were constructed.
Conclusions: There was a general increase in fetal biparietal diameter and head cir-
cumference with CRL. Chinese fetal biometry might be of help in first-trimester ultra-
sound examination in the local population.
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Introduction

 The ultrasound measurement of fetal biometry such as Biparietal Diameter (BPD), Head Circumference (HC), Abdominal 
Circumference (AC) and Femur Length (FL) are very helpful in detecting fetal abnormalities and intrauterine growth retardation 
(IUGR). Many studies have established normal charts or curves of fetal biometry[1-3]. But most of these data are based mainly on 
studies from Western or American populations[1,4]. Leung et al[5] had established fetal biometry charts in Hong Kong Chinese popu-
lation, but this study was mainly focus on second and third trimester. The aim of this study is to establish reference ranges for fetal 
biparietal diameter and head circumference between 12 to 14 weeks in a Chinese population.
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Materials and Methods

 From February 1998 to March 2001, Chinese women 
seeking prenatal diagnosis for advanced maternal age at 10 – 
14 weeks were enrolled into a screening program for structural 
abnormalities. Pregnancy outcomes were ascertained from the 
obstetric and neonatal files. The local ethics committee approved 
the research protocol.
 In this cross-sectional study, 1489 singleton fetuses 
between 12+0 and 14+6 weeks were examined transabdominally 
by two experienced operators (CPL and YHL). We only includ-
ed cases with a known normal outcome into the final analysis. 
Cases with abnormal karyotype and major structural abnormal-
ities, as well as cases of miscarriage or intrauterine death, were 
excluded. The ultrasound equipment used included the Sequoia 
with a 6-MHz curvilinear transducer and the Acuson XP 128 
with a 5 – 7 MHz curvilinear transducer (Siemens Acuson Inc., 
Mountain View, CA, USA). 
 The BPD and HC were measured on a transverse view 
of the fetal head in a plane showing both thalami and the third 
ventricle[6,7]. BPD was measured “outer to inner”. HC was mea-
sured by placing the ellipse around the outside of the skull bone 
echoes[8].
 The gestational age was ascertained by measurement 
of fetal crown–rump length (CRL)[9]. Two independent measure-
ments of the BPD and HC were obtained and averaged for the 
final measurement in the analysis. Intraobserver variability was 
calculated as described by Bland and Altman[10,11]. The normality 
of measurements at each week of gestation was assessed using 
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Mean, the 5th, and 95th centiles of 
BPD and HC between 11 and 14 weeks of gestation were plot-
ted. Pearson’s correlation was used to analyze the relationship 
between measurements. 
 The BPD and HC were analyzed separately as the de-
pendent variable and the gestational age as the independent vari-
able. First, a cubic polynomial (y = a + b × GA + c × GA2 + d 
× GA3) was fitted. If the cubic coefficient was not significantly 
different from zero, then a quadratic polynomial was fitted and 
the same assessment was made of the quadratic coefficient. This 
process was repeated until no further removal of terms was pos-
sible. The equation selected was of the lowest order for which 
all coefficients of the equation were significantly different from 
zero, as computed by the full to reduced F test. Regression of the 
scaled absolute residuals was applied to construct the percentile 
curves[8,12]. 
 All statistical analysis was performed with SPSS for 
Windows 18.0 software package (Chicago, IL, USA). A P val-
ue of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. In order to 
compare our reference equations with two previously published 
studies[8,13], the means from two published fetal BPD and HC 
equations were calculated at each week of gestation starting 
from 12 – 14 weeks. They were then expressed as Z -scores cal-

culated using the formula: Z -score = (XGA − MGA)/SDGA, 
where XGA was the measured value at a known gestational age, 
MGA was the mean value obtained with the reference equation 
used at this gestation, and SDGA was the SD associated with the 
mean value at this gestation obtained from the reference equa-
tion. Results were presented graphically across gestational ages.
 
Results

 In 1351 singleton pregnancies in the final analysis, me-
dian maternal age was 37 years (range: 35 – 49 years), median 
gestational age was 13+4 weeks (range: 12+0 – 14+6 weeks). CRL 
was between 55 and 84 mm.
 The increase in BPD and HC based on the CRL was 
given by the equation: BPD = 6.855277 + 0.2389065 * CRL 
(R2 = 0.5355, P = 0.000); HC = 7.710583 + 1.387393 * CRL-
0.0037807 * CRL2 (R2 = 0.5735, P = 0.000), presented with the 
fifth, 50th, and 95th percentiles in Figure 1, respectively. The 3rd, 
5th, 10th, 25th, median, 75th, 90th, 95th, and 97th percentiles of the 
BPD and HC at different gestational ages are shown in Tables 1 
and 2, respectively. Reference ranges were constructed. 

Figure 1: Mean and 95% reference interval for polynomial model fitted 
to Biparietal Diameter (BPD) (a) and Head Circumference (HC) (b) in 
relation to crown-rump length (CRL).

Table 1: length of BDP (mm) at 12 - 14 weeks gestation.
Gestational age (week) No. of Cases Mean ± SD P3 P5 P10 P25 Median P75 P90 P95 P97

12 195 22.1 ± 1.3 19.1 19.8 20.6 21.4 22.3 23.0 23.7 24.0 09.2
13 841 25.0 ± 1.3 22.6 22.9 23.4 24.0 25.0 25.9 26.5 27.0 22.6
14 315 28.0 ± 1.3 25.7 26.0 26.5 27.1 28.0 29.0 29.8 30.3 25.7
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Table 2: length of HC (mm) at 12 - 14 weeks gestation.
Gestational age (week) No. of Cases Mean ± SD P3 P5 P10 P25 Median P75 P90 P95 P97

12 195 81.5 ± 3.7 72.8 74.1 76.5 79.4 82.3 84 84.9 86.8 87.8
13 841 91.0 ±  3.8 84.9 85 85.9 88 91.3 93.8 95.7 96.6 97.6
14 315 101.2 ± 3.9 95.9 96.8 97.1 98.3 100.6 104 106.7 108.26 108.8

 The first observer examined 625 (42%) cases. Mean differences between the two measurements for BPD were −0.4191 
(95% CI −1.6869 to 0.8488) and the limits of agreement were −2.3 to 1.5. Mean differences for HC were -0.5429 (95% CI -4.3395 
to 3.2538) and the limits of agreement were −2.6 to 1.5. The second observer examined 864 (58%) cases. Mean differences between 
two measurements for BPD were 0.20 (95% CI −1.0374 to 1.4469) and the limits of agreement were −0.90 to 1.31. Mean differences 
for HC were −0.1048 (95% CI −3.9036 to 3.6941) and the limits of agreement were −2.1 to 1.9 (Figures 2 and 3).

     
Figures 2: Bland-Altman graphs for intra observer reproducibility of BPD measurements by Observer 1(a) and 2(b).

      
Figures 3: Bland-Altman graphs for intra observer reproducibility of HC measurements by Observer 1(c) and 2(d).

 Two independent sample t-tests were used to compare the mean of BPD and HC in our study with the corresponding values 
in other study on Caucasians[7]. It was demonstrated that the means of BPD and HC in our study were significantly different from 
that used in Europe (P < 0.001) (Table 3).

Table 3: Comparison of BPD (mm) and HC (mm) betwen two studies (Mean  SD) (based on the published data).
Number Gestational age CRL BPD HC

Present study 1351 13.5 ±  0.55 77.1 ± 6.75 25.3 ± 2.20 92.0 ± 7.16
Salomon’s study 880 12.5 ± 0.57 64.3 ± 8.26 21.9 ± 2.61 79.7 ± 9.3
P-value 0 0 0.007

 Using the equations in the published reference[7], we calculated the mean for each biometric parameter, and they were ex-
pressed as Z-scores, based on our new equations. The differences in the mean of BPD and HC among the references are shown in 
Figures 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of our new equations with references A[7] for (a) biparietal diameter and (b) head circumference. 

Discussion

 Our study established a reference range for BPD and 
HC at 12 – 14 weeks of gestation in the Chinese population. Pre-
vious reports have shown that BPD and HC determined by ultra-
sound examination correlated with gestation[8,13]. In our study, a 
slope similar to that of the Caucasians was demonstrated for first 
trimester head biometry in the Chinese population.
 The currently published reference ranges for BPD and 
HC were mainly from European and American studies[8,13,14]. 
Some researchers demonstrated that there were no significant 
differences among the measurements made with static equip-
ment, transabdominal real-time machine, and transvaginal re-
al-time machine. Data from various centers corresponded close-
ly with those of the early investigators[14]. However, variation in 
fetal head biometry among fetuses of different ethnic origins in 
the second trimester has been reported[15-18]. It is still controver-
sial whether there is a significant difference in fetal head biome-
try among fetuses of different ethnic origins in the first trimester.
 Z-scores have been increasingly used for comparing 
individual anthropometric measurements with the reference 
population[19]. In our study, the differences in the biometry mea-
surement among the references were shown using this method. 
It was demonstrated that the fetal head biometry in the local Chi-
nese appeared to be different from that of Europeans and Amer-
icans in the first trimester of pregnancy[8,13]. The ethnic variation 
in the biometry measurement cannot be overlooked. On the oth-
er hand, growing evidence suggests that although parental ma-
ternal height and weight, parity, fetal gender and presentation 
might have impact on fetal biometry measurement, all these fac-
tors may not show remarkable effect until the second and third 
trimester of pregnancy[20,21].
 Fetal biometry measurements are potential candidates 
in screening for Spina bifida. It is shown that BPD was smaller 
in spinal bifida at 11 - 14 weeks of gestation. Simple and repro-
ducible BPD at 11 - 14 weeks could detect half of open fetal 
spina bifida by identifying 5% of pregnancies in first and sec-
ond-trimester examinations of the fetal spine and cranium by 
experts[22,23]. Relating the BPD measurement to the Transverse 
Abdominal Diameter (TAD) could further increase the detection 
rate of spina bifida[24]. Recent study also suggested that ultra-
sound standards for head measurements were appropriate for use 
in the Zika epidemic[25]. Fetal head biometry might have a role 
in quality control of first-trimester ultrasound examination and 
may help in the early diagnosis of spina bifida and conditions 

involving growth abnormalities.
 It has been reported that assessment of fetal biometry 
is largely dependent on the choice of reference charts[26]. There-
fore, separate reference charts for the Chinese population should 
be used in the clinical setting.
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